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ABSTRACT 

A Mobile Network is an autonomous collection of mobile users that communicate over relatively 

bandwidth constrained wireless links. Since the nodes are mobile, the network topology may change 

rapidly and unpredictably over time. The network is decentralized, where all network activity including 

discovering the topology and delivering messages must be executed by the nodes themselves, i.e., routing 

functionality will be incorporated into mobile nodes. Such networks are more vulnerable to security 

attacks than conventional wireless networks. The main objective of this article is to extend prior security 

threat analyses of 3rd generation mobile network architectures for the case of wireless mesh backhauls 

and also presents a description of the security model for the considered architecture and security 

objectives. On this foundation, potential security threats are analyzed and discussed and then assessed for 

their corresponding risk. The result of this risk assessment is then used to define a set of security 

requirements.  
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the next generation of wireless communication systems, there will be a need for the rapid deployment 

of independent mobile users. Significant examples include establishing survivable, efficient, dynamic 

communication for emergency/rescue operations, disaster relief efforts, and military networks. Such 

network scenarios cannot rely on centralized and organized connectivity, and can be conceived as 

applications of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks. A MANET is an autonomous collection of mobile users that 

communicate over relatively bandwidth constrained wireless links. Since the nodes are mobile, the 

network topology may change rapidly and unpredictably over time. The network is decentralized, where 

all network activity including discovering the topology and delivering messages must be executed by the 

nodes themselves, i.e., routing functionality will be incorporated into mobile nodes. Such networks are 

more vulnerable to security attacks than conventional wireless networks.  

 

Radio sinks are used to provide back haul connectivity for base stations of mobile networks, in cases in 

which cable-based alternatives are not available and cannot be deployed in an economic or timely 

manner. To ensure high availability, such wireless back hauls have been predominantly used in redundant 

tree and ring topologies. Yet following the success of WiFi-based wireless mesh networks in recent years 

mobile network operators have become increasingly interested in meshed topologies for carrier-grade 
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wireless back hauls as well. Mesh topologies may provide availability levels comparable to redundant 

trees and rings, while being more flexible and using capacity more efficiently. However, radio links are 

also more exposed, and thus easier to tap and to interfere with, than their wired counter parts. This makes 

wireless back hauls, and in particular multi-hop ones like in wireless meshes, potentially more susceptible 

to security vulnerabilities [1]. For carrier-grade wireless mesh backhaul solutions security therefore 

becomes a high priority non-functional requirement. Mobile network operators have high security 

demands in order to protect their business assets. Assets not only include the mobile network 

infrastructure and services, which must be protected from unauthorized use and from attacks on their 

availability or quality ,but an important asset requiring protection is furthermore an operator’s reputation 

with current and potential customers. They thus need to ensure that their customers’ data that is 

transported via their networks is protected against misappropriation. In some legislation, this is even an 

obligation of carriers as part of their due diligence. Architectural design issues can quickly compromise 

these security goals [7]. A prominent example is GSM’s security architecture that only requires user 

authentication towards the network. In contrast, the network itself is not authenticated to its users. This 

design flaw has subsequently been exploited to mount ‘‘false base station attacks’’: An attacker uses a 

device popularly called ‘‘IMSI-catcher’’, which pretends to be a legal base station with a superior signal 

quality.  This causes mobile phones in the vicinity to associate themselves with the false base station, 

which then signals the mobile phones to switch off encryption, as investigated by Adoba et al.(2004). 

Similar attacks have been reported for Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) networks 

by exploiting Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) backward compatibility, as stated in 

Adoba et al.(2008). 

Although security attacks are well studied in 3G networks (the reader is referred e.g.to [2] for a study of 

security in 3G networks including some statistics on attacks in the past), the multihop nature of Wireless 

Mesh Backhauls (WMBs) exposes the network to new security threats which require additional measures 

to counter act. This article therefore extends the security threat analysis of 3G network architectures by 

3GPP (2001) for the case of WMBs. 

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND SECURITY MODEL 

Fig. 1 shows the system security model of a traditional wireless access network with wired backhaul .It 

focuses on the transport stratum, i.e. all protocols required for the provisioning of a data transport 

between a user terminal (UT) and the core network. It further distinguishes between the management and 

control plane and the data plane of this stratum [6]. The former divides into the user signaling part 

between the UT and its Point of Attachment (PoA) to the network, which in a mobile network is a 

wireless link, and the core network signaling part between the network elements of the access network 

and the core net work, which is typically wired, but may use non-meshed wireless links for backhaul. The 

data plane transports data between the UT and the core network. This data traffic is typically end-to-end 

encrypted. Note that the data plane from the point of view of the transport stratum may also carry 

management and control messages of the next higher stratum, i.e. the serving/home network stratum. User 

signaling, core network signaling and user data form  three ‘‘security domains’’ , in the sense that if an 

attacker succeeds in  overcoming the security features of one domain, all subsystems with in this domain 

are compromised, but not necessarily those of other domains[3]. The latter depends on how well domains 

are ‘‘firewalled’’ from each other. Fig. 2 shows the security domains of an access network using a WMB 

for backhaul .The figure also shows the security domains of the traditional access as grayed-out arrows, 

which are not covered in the present analysis, as it is assumed that proper security features to protect them 
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are in place. Instead, the analysis will focus on these three sub- systems:  the management and control 

traffic, the load-controlled data flows as well as the network entities of a WMB architecture. 

 

Fig. 1: System security model of a traditional wireless access network with wired backhaul 

 

Fig. 2:  The system security model of a mobile operator’s meshed access network 

2.1 Security objectives  

A secure WMB architecture should ensure the following security properties[7]:  

2.1.1 Confidentiality 

Confidentiality is the absence of disclosure of information to unauthorized individuals or systems. 

 

2.1.2 Integrity 

Integrity is the absence of alteration of information by unauthorized individuals or systems. 

 

2.1.3 Authenticity 

Authenticity is the establishment that information is genuine and has not been forged or fabricated. 

 

2.1.4 Non-repudiation: 

Non-repudiation means preventing that an individual or system can deny having participated in a 

transaction with another individual or system. 
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2.1.5 Availability 

Availability is the delivery of predictable and timely service. 

 

2.1.6 Privacy 

Privacy means the protection of user data from disclosure to unauthorized individuals or systems. 

 

3. IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL SECURITY THREATS 

 

3.1 Threats to wireless mesh management and control 

Since this work took the common approach to distinguish the WMB architecture between data and 

management planes, the description of the investigated threats will follow the same structure [4]. All 

treats will be abbreviated with the capital letter T. 

 

3.1.1 Threats to confidentiality 

a. T1 Eavesdropping mesh management or control frames: An attacker may eavesdrop 

management or control frames on the wireless links between MNs. The knowledge gained 

from this could be useful to mount a subsequent active attack on the system, e.g. a deletion 

attack on a specific protocol message. 

 

b. T2 Masquerading as an MN: An attacker may masquerade as an MN to intercept mesh 

management and control frames from neighboring MNs. This enables many different forms of 

active attacks, in particular attacks on routing (e.g. black hole routing attacks). 

 

c. T3 Passive traffic analysis: An attacker may observe the traffic patterns of mesh management 

and control frames (e.g. frame lengths, rates, and sequences) sent between MNs to infer 

information about the employed management and control policies, the system state, etc. This 

information can be used to discover a suitable attack vector. 

 

d. T4 Active traffic analysis: An attacker may send signals or protocol frames with valid or in 

valid protocol fields to an MN and observes the behavior of the MN and the remaining system, 

e.g. the types and lengths of responses and the latencies after which response are sent. This can 

be used to finger print he system and its sub-systems, which is useful to discover a suitable 

attack vector. 

 

3.1.2 Threats to Integrity 

T5 Manipulation of mesh management or control frames: An attacker may insert, delete, modify or replay 

management or control frames on the wireless links between MNs. 

 

3.1.3 Threats to Authenticity 

T6 Masquerading as another network entity: An attacker may masquerade as a legitimate MN of the mesh 

network towards a booting MN that wishes to associate with the network and then hijack his connection 

after authentication has been performed. 
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3.1.4  Threats to Availability 

T7 Protocol intervention: An attacker may introduce forged protocol messages, e.g. in a routing protocol 

to announce false or suboptimal routes to cause route flapping or traffic deletion (black hole routing). 

 

3.1.5 Threats to user privacy  

T8 Traffic analysis: An attacker may perform an activator passive analysis of the management and control 

messages’ time, rate, length, source, and destination to track a user’s location. 

 

3.2  Threats on wireless mesh data transport 

 

3.2.1 Threats to confidentiality 

a. T9 Eavesdropping user data frames: An attacker may eavesdrop user data frames on the wireless 

links between MNs. Even if end- to-end encryption is employed, an eavesdropper may still 

possibly infer the source, destination and route of user data frames, which could be useful to 

mount a subsequent active attack on the system, e.g. a deletion attack [4].  

 

b. T10 Masquerading as an MN: An attacker may masquerade as an MN to intercept user data 

frames from neighboring MNs. For instance, this could be used to cause retransmissions and thus 

higher traffic loads inside the mesh network.  

 

c. T11 Passive traffic analysis: An attacker may observe the traffic patterns of user data frames (e.g. 

frame lengths, rates, and sequences) sent between MNs to infer information about the network 

utilization, load distribution and traffic mix, which could be useful for business intelligence 

purposes. Furthermore, it could be used to track a user’s location.  

 

d. T12 Active traffic analysis: An attacker may send data frames for authorized or non-authorized 

users to an MN and observe the behavior of the MN and the remaining system, e.g. the types and 

lengths of responses and the latencies after which responses are sent. This can be used to finger 

print the system and its sub-systems, which is useful to discover a suitable attack vector. 

 

3.2.2 Threats to integrity 

T13 Manipulation of user data frames: An attacker may insert, delete, modify or replay user data frames 

transported on wireless links between MNs. Even if end-to-end integrity checking is performed by the 

user or the core network, a manipulation may still cause retransmissions and thus higher traffic loads 

inside the mesh network. 

 

3.2.3 Threats to Authenticity 

T14 Masquerading as another network entity: An attacker may masquerade as a legitimate MN of the 

mesh network towards a booting MN that wishes to associate with the network and then hijack his 

connection after authentication has been performed. 

 

3.2.4 Threats to Availability 

T15 Physical intervention: An attacker may use physical means, such as jamming, to prevent user data 

frames from being sent between MNs. Also, the attacker could delay transmissions by deleting user data 
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frames as well as their retransmissions. Forcing of retransmissions could be used to increase the load and 

thus decrease the service quality in the mesh network. 

 

3.2.5 Threats to user privacy 

T16 Traffic analysis: An attacker may perform an active or passive analysis of the user data traffic’s time, 

rate, length, source, and destination to track a user’s location. 

 

3.3 Threats on wireless mesh network entities 

 

3.3.1  Threats to confidentiality 
a. T17 Unauthorized access to data stored by or forwarded through network entities: An attacker 

may obtain access to information stored by network entities. Access to network entities may 

be obtained either locally or remotely, and may involve breaching physical or logical controls.  

 

b. T18 Fingerprinting: An attacker may perform a passive or active traffic analysis to fingerprint 

a network entity’s protocol stack, operating systems or services. This information can be used 

to discover a suitable active attack vector. 

 

3.3.2 Threats to integrity 

T19 Manipulation of data stored by network entities: An attacker may insert, delete or modify data stored 

by network entities. Access to network entities may be obtained either locally or remotely, and may 

involve breaching physical or logical controls. 

 

3.3.3 Threats to authenticity 

T20 Masquerading as network entity: An attacker may masquerade as a valid network entity to steal the 

credentials of a network management entity or to hijack is connection after authentication has been 

performed 

 

3.3.4 Threats to availability 

T21 Physical intervention: An attacker may physically destroy or manipulate a network entity or one of 

its parts (e.g. a single antenna). Furthermore, he could deliberately interrupt the network entities power 

supply to deactivate it or to force it to restart. 

 

3.3.5 Threats to user privacy  

T22 Browsing of user-related data stored by network entities: An attacker may obtain access to 

information stored or cached in network entities that allows him to infer private information about a user, 

e.g., to connect the user’s identity with a temporary terminal identifier to track use movement or service 

usage profiles. 

 

4. RISK ASSESSMENT OF SECURITY THREATS 

After defining all investigated security threats in the previous section all threats will be assessed regarding 

their risks to the security of the WMB. The main goal of the risk assessment activity is to evaluate the 

identified potential threats and assign risks to them. They thus become comparable with each other. 

Furthermore, this allows major risks to be identified. For the risk assessment, we adopt the methodology 
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defined by European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)’s Security Techniques Advisory 

Group (STAG), as described in ETSI TC-STAG (1996) [5]: 

a. Following this methodology, each threat is first evaluated with respect to the impact I it would have 

on each threatened subject if it occurred. The impact is appraised on a scale from one to five (1-

minimal, 2- small, 3-medium, 4- high, 5-very high), with one being the lowest impact. 

b. Next, the likelihood of occurrence O is evaluated, again on a scale from one to five (1- Negligible, 2-

Unlike, 3- Medium, 4- High, 5- Almost certain) with one being the lowest likelihood. Multiplying the 

level of impact with the level of likelihood yields the so called exposure factor, i.e. the product of I 

and O. Finally, threats are ranked by their exposure factor and major risks—those having an exposure 

factor above a certain threshold —are identified. 

Table1: Threats to wireless mesh management and control 

S.N. Threats T 
Impact 

Level (I) 

Likelihood 

Occurrence (O) 

Exposure 

Factor (I*O) 

1. 

 

 Threats to 
confidentiality 

  

T1 4 1 4 

T2 4 1 4 

T3 1 4 4 

T4 2 4 8 

2.  Threats to integrity T5 5 1 5 

3.  Threats to authenticity T6 5 1 5 

4.  Threats to availability T7 5 1 5 

5. Threats to use privacy T8 2 2 4 

 

Table2: Threats on wireless mesh data transport 

S.N. Threats T 
Impact Level 

(I) 

Likelihood 

Occurrence (O) 

Exposure 

Factor (I*O) 

1. 

 

 Threats to 

confidentiality 
  

T9 5 1 
5 

T10 5 1 
5 

T11 3 2 
6 

T12 2 4 
8 

2.  Threats to integrity T13 5 1 
5 

3. 
 Threats to 

authenticity 
T14 5 1 

5 

4. 
Threats to 

availability 
T15 2 4 

8 

5. 
Threats to use 

privacy 
T16 2 2 

4 
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Table3: Threats on wireless mesh network entities 

S.N. Threats T 
Impact 

Level (I) 

Likelihood 

Occurrence (O) 

Exposure 

Factor (I*O) 

1. 

 

 Threats to 

confidentiality 
  

T17 4 3 12 

T18 1 4 4 

2.  Threats to integrity T19 5 3 15 

3. 
 Threats to 
authenticity 

T20 4 1 4 

4. 
 Threats to 

availability 
T21 3 5 15 

5. 
Threats to use 
privacy 

T22 2 3 6 

 

Note:-  Higher exposure factor means higher risk. 

 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 

There are some general recommendations on how to achieve the goal of standard security. 

 

5.1 Avoid state without authorization 

One type of DoS attacks is based on resource exhaustion. The most important resources of a network 

entity are its memory space, its processing power and its energy supply and for communication between 

nodes, bandwidth. A typical example is storing per-user information upon a request by an unauthenticated 

user. An attacker will then try to flood the system with this type of request, changing its identity for each 

request, until the buffer space for this type of request is depleted. The same issue can also occur for 

authenticated users, though, if, for example, the vulnerable system stores state for each call set-up request 

and the number of requests per user is not limited. 

 

5.2 Control signaling rates 

Memory is just one of the resources to be protected from exhaustion. Attacks on CPU and communication 

bandwidth try to submit requests to the system at a higher rate than the system can process them. Merely 

increasing the power of the system so that it can process requests more quickly is both costly and 

typically futile, resulting in an arms race with the attacker. The solution is to control the rate of requests at 

the ingress into the system. This can be a natural rate control, e.g. when the bandwidth of the access link 

limits the number of messages that can be sent on it per second. Otherwise the rate of requests needs to be 

artificially throttled below the rate at which the system can service requests. This also limits the amount 

of bandwidth consumed for signaling, as many requests will involve sending signaling traffic across the 

mesh between the access points and the gateways. 

 

5.3 Avoid single points of failure 

If the goal of an attack is to violate the availability of the mesh network, an attack vector with high 

likelihood of success is a physical attack on mesh network entities. This requires overcoming the physical 

countermeasures and then either destroying the network entity or its communication interfaces or simply 

interrupting its power supply. To solve the vulnerability, the function has to be designed for real 
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redundancy, i.e. any GW has to be able to take over the role of at least its neighboring GWs, should that 

become necessary. 

 

5.4 Expect failures 

Failures are not only a result of a deliberate attack, but also happen due to faulty software, overheating, 

etc. A robust design therefore treats failures of mesh points, antennas, wireless links, etc. as something 

that cannot be avoided, but which on the contrary is expected to occur. Thus, the design should be such 

that mesh points can be rebooted quickly and reinserted into the mesh topology by recovering the 

necessary state from neighboring mesh points or from a central repository. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this security analysis has been to identify potential security threats to a WMB 

architecture and to provide recommendations on how to resolve the underlying security issues for the 

cases that standard security solutions do not exist. 
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